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1. Introduction

Papers [1, 2 and 3] consider the formulation of wave-type equations of heat
conduction, thermoelasticity and thermo-electro-magnetoelasticity. These equations
are characterized by a modified Fourier law of heat conduction and imply finite
propagation speed of thermal perturbations and perturbations of fields coupled
with thermal ones, which is in agreement with the reality.

The effect of finite propagation velocity of thermal perturbations plays an
essential role in a number of processes, in which we are concerned with velocities
of a body or systems cooperating with it, approaching the sound velocity and also
for high-frequency periodic fields [4].

In connection with the theory of microelasticity theories of thermo-micro-
elasticity and thermo-magneto-microelasticity have been developed ([5, 6], respecti-
vely).

It appears to be of interest to generalize the equations of thermo-magneto-
-microelasticity to obtain wave-type equations of thermo-magneto-microelasticity
in which the velocity of propagation of thermal and coupled perturbation would
be finished. This problem is the subject-matter of the present communication.
In the case of thermo-microelasticity of the wave-type such equations are given
in [7]. Since in the case of an isotropic medium the temperature field is not coupled
with a moment field, the wave-type equations of thermo-magneto-microelasticity
can be obtained directly by combining the results of [6] and [3]. In the case of an
anisotropic body the coupling is a very simple one.

Bearing this in mind we shall give the above equations in their final form
disregarding the thermodynamical considerations, which would be identical with
those of [3] and [6]. A detailed list of the literature on the problem can be found
in [8].

In Sec. 2 an anisotropic medium will be considered in a general. Sec. 3 will be
devoted to the particular case of an isotropic medium.
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2. Equations for an anisotropic body

The RMKS system of measures will be adopted. Linearized equations will be
considered. In agreement with the results of [3] and [6], the set of equations of the
problem will have the following form, the notations being the same as in [3, 6].

2.1. Equations of electrodynamics

(2.1) roth=j+D; r o t E = - b ; divb=0; divD=/>c,

where

(2.2) D = D 0 - - ^ ( u x H 0 ) ; E=E 0 - (uxB 0 ) ; j

where Ho, Bo — the primary magnetic field and magnetic induction, Eo, Do. j —
quantities connected with the medium.

2.2. Equations of motion

(2 1)

where

(2.4) F,=pe Et+(ixB0),,

and Ph Mt — the field of mass forces and moments, respectively, «,, <pt — the
displacement and rotation vector, respectively, alk, f.ilk — the stress and micromomcnt
tensor, respectively.

2.3. Heat equation

(2.5) To /?0 (xt+f)+T0 a,j (i;eu+eu)+T0

the notations being the same as in [3].

In addition we have the equation of the current [3],

(2.6) Ji+rJi+Kuky1 7cjs(js+rjs)=

=t]ik {Ek+t£k+[(\i+eu)xBo]t}+Klk [k^1 (njsjs-kj, Ts)];
the notations being also the same as in [3], The symmetry (Onsager) relations for
the above-mentioned coefficients are the same as in [3] and will not be
quoted.

To these equations we add the equations of state.
If we assume, after [6], the thermodynamic potential in the form

(2.7) F=F(eu, (pi'jDo^B^ T) = A,klm elk elm+B!klm elk <Pitm+D,klm (pl%k <p,im+

_ _ m

+elkDOi DOk+fitkBt Bk-alk Tlk-vlk T(p,tk~ — T2,

we obtain the following equations of state

, , = j ^ Jf_ J£_ _3F dF
GlJ de,,' M'J d<pu'' £o' dDot

; Hl~~dFi'
 S~~~df-
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The systems of Eqs. (2.1) to (2.8) constitute the complete system of equations
of the problem.

In these equations, in addition to the Onsager equations quoted after [3], we
should determine, by physical analysis, the interrelation and variability ranges of
tensor coefficients. In the case of general equations of the micromoment theory
this is, in general, neither possible nor unequivocal. In [6] for instance, the term
involving p,_ k was rejected in the heat equation. In the present case it is preserved
although its order of magnitude is difficult to estimate. Such an estimation can be
attempted only for particular crystals or symmetry classes. It is for these reasons
that the equations for an isotropic medium are much more illustrative and will be
quoted now.

3. Equations for an isotropic medium

In the case of an isotropic centrally symmetric medium the expression (2.7)
for F will have the form, [5, 6]:

fx-\-a fi-a X
(3.1) F=—^—eijeu+~Y-euejl+~ekkeu-vlekkT-

P ,Dlr,B\,

Hence
t-Vi T) 8tJ,

(3.2) S=v{ekk+nT,

1 _ 1
Eoi = — Doi\ Hi — -~-Bl,

B HQ

On substituting into the equations of magnetic field, motion and heat conduction,
we obtain:

3.1. Equations of electrodynamics

efic2 — 1 „
roth=j+eEH x—(uxH0);

(3.3) c

rot E=-//, ,&; divH = 0; divD=/?e.

3.2. Equations of motion

pu = (/.i+a) V2 u+(k+/i-a) grad div u+
/3 4) +2<z rot tp+P-v, grad r + ( j

mCp,=(y+e) V2 cp+()3+y-e) grad div u+2a rot u-4a<p+M.

3.3 Heat equation

(3 5) V 2 T- [(tji, divuH T) (l+Te,)-nodivj = 0,
\ K I
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by
n k

7to = — ; K = —

c£ — denoting the specific heat with constant strain and

(3.6)

The system of equations (3.3) to (3.6) constitutes the complete system of equations
of the problem of wave theory of thermo-magneto-microelasticity for an isotropic
centrally symmetric body.

The boundary conditions preserve the same form as in the non-wave equations,
therefore they will not be discussed. Simpler forms of the equations quoted, for
perfect conductors, for instance, can be obtained according to known principles,
therefore they will not be dealt with either.

In conclusion let us observe that, similarly to [7], we can. introduce here also
a series of potentials, by means of which the system of equations can be separated.
The problems involved are more difficult, however, than in [7] and will be analyzed
separately as will some simpler solutions of the equations obtained.
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C. KAJIHCKHtf H B. HOBALJKHa, BOJIHOBME YPABIIEHMH TEPMO-MArHHTO-
-MHKPoynpyrocTH

B pa6oTe BLiBefleHM BOJinoBtie ypaBHemui TepMO-Marrorro-MHicpoynpyrocTW, o6ecne<fflBaio
KoneTOyio cKopoerb pacnpocTpaHemM TepMHiecKHx B03Mymeimii H conpflwenHMx c HHMH.

ypaBHBHHfl BWBefleHti B o6njeM BHfle fljia aumoTponnofi cpeflw, a flJia cjiyyran raoTponnoli
B noflpo6HOM


